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Connected with Elliptical Distributions 
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Asymptotic confidence bounds on the location parameters of the linear growth 
curve, asymptotic distribution of the canonical correlations and asymptotic 
confidence bounds on the discriminatory value for the linear discriminant function 
are established when a set of independent observations are taken from an elliptical 
distribution (or from a distribution possessing some properties on the moments). 
0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Exact confidence bounds on the location parameters of the linear growth 
curve model, 
X= B<A’+&; column vectors of E being IN(0, C), 
were given by Khatri [2]. What will happen to the confidence bounds 
when the column vectors of E are independent and have a common ellip- 
tical distribution instead of normal distribution? This question is answered 
using the well-known asymptotic theory based on central limit theorem or 
the convergence theorem. For this problem, we require the asymptotic joint 
distribution of 
(Z-B<) & and 
where S= (XX’-ZA’AZ’)/n and Z= XA(A’A)-‘. Here, A and B are 
assumed to be of full rank matrices (i.e., A’A and B’B~are nonsingular), 
m = Rank A, and b, is a constant depending on the structure of the 
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(elliptical) distribution. Further, the following assumptions on the n x m 
matrix A are made for large n: 
(i) elements of A are finite so that the elements of AA’ are finite and 
(1.2a) 
(ii) the limit of (A’&) for large n tends to a nonsingular matrix C. 
(1.2b) 
The above two conditions are essential for the application of the central 
limit theorem. The asymptotic normality results are established in Section 2 
and Section 3 justifies the asymptotic confidence bounds on 5 similar to 
those mentioned by Khatri [2] based on [= (B’S’B)-’ B'F'Z. 
Since the sample canonical correlations between the two sets of variables 
depend on the elements of S, we consider the problem of establishing the 
asmptotic distribution of canonical correlations similar to normal variates. 
This was first established by Krishnaiah et al. [5] for the elliptical variates. 
We reestablish this for a wider class of distribution in Section 4. 
In a particular case, the matrix Z and S have been utilized by Khatri et 
al. [4] in the study of performance of linear discriminant function for the 
normal variates and developed the asmptotic results concerning the con- 
fidence bounds on the discriminatory values in different situations when 
B = Z and m = 2. If < = (pr, pz) and Z = (X1, X2), then the discriminatory 
value of linear Fisher’s discriminant function w’x (or w’x + c) for the future 
observation x is 
D,, = [E(w’x 1 rt,) - E(w’x 1 rr2)]/Var(w’x))“2, 
where rri is the population having the mean pi and the covariance matrix L’, 
so that 
D,= w'(pl -p2)/(w'Cw)"* 
which is a function of unkown parameters. The three situations considered 
for Khatri et al. [4] are based.on the following situations: 
(i) p, - )1* is known, C is unknown, and w  = S-‘(cl - p2), 
(ii) pi - p2 is unknown, C is known, and w  = C-‘(X, -X2), and 
(iii) cl, pz, and ,Y are unknown and w  = S-‘(jz, - jz,), 
giving rise to the three functions Db, D%, and D, (for D,), respectively. 
Asymptotic confidence bounds on these values similar to those for normal 
variates are established for elliptical variates in Section 5. 
Thus, it appears that in the problems where Z and S are utilized, one 
can develop the asymptotic results similar to those developed for the above 
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three types of problems. Here, we mention that similar results for the com- 
plex elliptical distributions are available but will be presented in a later 
communication. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF Z AND S 
Let y be a random vector such that 
Ey=O, E(YY’)=W,, E(YiYjY,)=O for all i, j, k, 
Eyf = 3b2, E(Y;Z Y,‘) = b, for i#j, 
and all other E( y, yj y, yr) = 0, (2.0) 
where yi denotes the ith component of y. We observe that if y has spherical 
distribution or its characteristic function (c.f.) is II/(Cj’=, tf) and the 
first four moments exist, then the moment relations (2.0) hold with 
b, = -211/‘(O) and b2 =4$“(O). It may be noted that the moment relations 
(2.0) may be true for the wider class of distributions including spherical 
ones. Suppose x is a random vector such that Ex =)L and Var x = 
E(x-p)(x--p)‘=C is positive definite and y=Z;‘(x-p) satisfies the 
moment relations given in (2.0). Here Z = C, C; and C, is nonsingular. 
These conditions are satisfied for the elliptical distribution whose c.f. is 
exp(d t’p) Il/(t’zt) for all t E gp, 
and this is denoted by x N E,(p, C; $), an elliptical distribution. 
Let there be n independent observations on y whose distribution 
function G((y) satisfies (2.0) and let us define 
W= i (yiy; - b,Z,)lJ;; b, 
i= 1 
with n>p. (2.1) 
Let W= (Wgh 4 = (WII, W22, -, Wpp), 4 = (WI,, W13, . . . . Wlp, W23, . . . . 
w2p, . . . . wp- I,p ) and w’(w;, w;). Let vet W be defined as the column vector 
obtained by putting vectors one by one; (i.e., if W= (v,, v2, ,,., v,), then 
(vet W)‘= (vi, vi, . . . . v;)). Notice that from (2.1), we have 
vet W=Z& with zi=(yiOyi-b, vecZp)/bl and Z= i zJn, 
i= 1 
where A @B denotes the Kronecker product of A with B and is defined by 
(aVB) if A = (Q). Using the central limit theorem for independent and 
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identically distributed random variables, z’s (see, for example, Cramer [ 1, 
pp. 213-217]), we see that 
&z is asymptotically normal 
which is equivalent to the statement that w1 and w2 are asymptotically 
independent normal variates and 
w*-NO9 (k.+ wp(p-1,,2) and w, - NO, Co), (2.2) 
where K + 1 = b,/b:, and C, = 2(lc + 1) Z, + 1~1~1; with 1, being a p-vector 
of unit elements. 
Assume that the column vectors of E in ( 1.1) are independently 
distributed such that if C = C, C;, 2, is nonsingular and 
(Y l,...,yn)= Y=C;‘&=C;1(X-B&l) (2.3) 
then yi (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) are identical and independent and satisfy the moment 
conditions (2.0). 
If Z, = YA(A’A)-’ = YAC,‘/n = C;=, y,dj/n, where Cl,, =A’& and 
C,iA = (d,, d2, . . . . d,), then 
vet Z, = f (diOyi)/n, EvecZ, =O, (2.4) 
i=l 
En(vec Z,)(vec Z,)’ = 6, i (did; @Zp)/n 
i= I 
=b,(C,‘@Z,)+b,(C-‘@I,) (2.4a) 
as n + co, using assumption (ii) of (1.2). 
In order to use, the Lyapunov’s theorem for independent random 
variables (see, for example, Cramer [ 1, p. 215-217]), we observe that 
because 
i E Idi@yi(3/n3’2 +O as n--+oz (2.5) 
i=l 
E Idi@ yi13 = E(y’y)3’2(d;di)3’2 
di = C,’ fi, A’ = (fl, f2, ..*, f,), 
dldi=flC,*fi~~:,fjfi~M~:, 
with 1i, = maximum eigen value of (CL’), and 
$, (djdi)3’2/n 312 < n;, M3/2/n 112 -+ 0 as n+oo, 
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where M=max,(f,lf,) is finite by assumption (i) of (1.2), and 
It” + 00 I,, = maximum eigen value of C- ’ (by assumption (ii)). Hence 
J n vet 2, = Jivec( YA(A’A)-‘) Z N(0, b,(C-‘OZ,)). (2.5) 
Further, using (2.1) and (2.4) we have 
Cov(vec W, &vec Z,) 
= f Cov(yi@yi-b, vecZ,,di@yi)/nb,=O. (2.6) 
,=I 
Hence W and &vec Z, are stochastically independent normal variates. 
Now since 
nS=XX’-XA(A’A)~‘A’X 
=c, YYZ:; -z, YA(A'A)-' A'YC;, 
we get 
= W-b;‘[&Z,(A’A/n) Z; &-mb,ZP]J&. 
We observe that 
(2.7) 
Plim [(& Z,)(A’A/n)(& Z,) - mb,Z,] = Plim (T,) = 0 (say). (2.8) n-m “--too 
Hence, from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8), we get 
THEOREM 1. Let Xi-ZE~(~i,C;#) (i=l,2 ,..., n). Then, (Z-BS)& 
and & (S- (n - m)n-’ blC)/bl are asymptotic independent, and are 
normally distributed, under the assumptions (i) and (ii) of (1.2). 
Further, 
and 
&vec(Z-B<)zN(O, b,(C-‘@2)) 
yb,, 
)i 
b, %V(O,CJ 
with 
C,=Var[(x@x)b;‘-vecL’] and x - qo, z; * ). 
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HereZ=XA(A’A)-‘, S=(XY--ZA’AZ’)/n, andX=(x,,x,,...,x,). From 
(2.7) 
where T,, = - T,,[n/b,(n-m)] + (n/(n-m))( W/A). Then with B, = C;‘B, 
r^-( = (B’S’B)-‘B’S’(Z-B0 = [B;(Z+(l/&) H’+(l/n) TJ’ 
B,]-’ B;(Z+(l/&) W+(l/n)T,,)-‘Z,, or 
(5^-5)=(B;BJ’B;Z,+O(l/n) (2.9) 
andfor ~=S+(Z-B(B’S~1B)~1B’S~1)ZC,,Z’(Z-S-1B(B’S~’B)~1B’), 
J;;(C,‘&-‘-b,ZJjb, = W+O(l/,/%). (2.10) 
From (2.9) and (2.10), we have 
THEOREM 2. With the notations of Theorem 1, & ([- 5) and 
$k-,W, are asymptotic independent, 
$&c(&~)%V(O,blC1@(B’Z.-‘B)-‘) 
and 
where 
,EC,=Var[(x@x)b;‘-vecC] and x - &#I z $1. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC CONFIDENCE BOUNDS ON 5 
Let us consider the nonzero eigen values I, > l2 > . . . > 1, > 0 of 
n(B’f’-‘B)([- r)(A’A/n)(f- <)‘/b, = T, (say), (3.1) 
where t = min(q, m). We observe that 
Plim (B’f-‘B) = (B’C-‘B) by Theorem 2 
“--*Co 
and by assumption (ii), lim,, o. (A’@) = C. Then, the asymptotic dis- 
tribution of I,, I*, . . . . I, is the same as the eigenvalues of the t x t Wishart 
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matrix I/ distributed as W1(u, I,), where u = max(q, m). For this, one can 
obtain the asymptotic distribution of I,, or the asymptotic distribution of 
Cf= 1 li = tr T,,. Suppose, 
P(Z, <c,) = 1 -CC 
Then for all non-null vectors a E 9’ and b E B”‘, 
[a!([- {) b12/{(b’(A’A)-’ b)(a’(B’f’l’B)pl a)} dc,b,. 
or the simultaneous confidence bounds for a’tb for all a ~9’ and bEB”’ 
are 
a’fb& (b,c,(b’(A’A)-‘b)(a’(B’,J~1B)~1a)}”2. 
We can use tr T, < cl1 to find the conhdence bounds on 5. 
(3.2) 
4. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 
In this section, we shall consider without loss of generality, 
with cf= I gi =p,, p2 >pl, and p, > p2 > . . . > Pk-, > pk = 0, its estimate 2 
and the asymptotic distribution of ,Y as given in Theorem 2. Let us write 
with D, = diag(,/m Z,, , . . . . dmk Z,J 
and 
W=J;;(~,‘~~;~‘-b,Z~)/b, or 
Let us partition 2 and W as 
Pl P2 
and 
bl[n-“2C, WC; +C] =f. 
Pl P2 
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2 =b D,W,+(D,,O)W, 
3 I 
& 
+ (D,, 0) 1 and z&=6, -!- W3+Zp2 . J;; 1 
Then 
+ (r* - 1 ND,, 0) W3 
Let us denote 
w,=&(r-pp,)/(l-p2) for a=1,2,...,k-1 (4.2) 
and wk= :i;;r. (4.2a) 
If P(r) = (P,,. for CI, cI’ = 1, 2, . . . . k) and P,,. is a g, x g,, sub-matrix of P(r), 
then 
& Pmlbl = 2PJl -d, wJg, + PA1 - p:)[p,( wl,llor - W3,J 
-(W;,,,+ W,.,,)(l -p21’2] + O(n-“*) 
for c1= l(l)k- 1, 
nPkk/b, = wkZnk - ( W2 W2),, + O(n-‘I*), 
P,,,Jb, = O(n-li2) for a#a’(<k- 1) 
(Pmklbl or Pkalbl)= OW’). 
(4.3 1 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
From (4.3) to (4.5), it is obvious that 
k-l 
[P(r)1 =O=+ uJ, Iwdg~-~B,+O(n~‘~2)I 
x Iw:zgk - B, + o(n- ‘/*)I = 0, (4.6) 
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where B, = ( W, W;),, is a submatrix of order g, x g, obtained from W, Wz 
by taking the last g, rows and g, columns, and 
B, = +[(I - pf)“*( w;,.. + W,,..) - p,( Wl,rra - W,,..)] (4.7) 
for c1= 1, 2, . . . . k - 1. Let B, = (6,,; i, j= 1, 2, . . . . g,). Then 
b ..= (1 -p2)‘/2 w 
a, II I 2, am. ii -7 l(Wl,m.ii- w3,m,ii) PI 
and 
b ..=‘(1-p’)‘/2( 
a,y 2 m  W2.aa.~ + W2.m,ji) 
-L 
*Pa(Wl,aa.ij- w3.0rol,ij) 
for i#j, i, j= 1,2, . . . . g,. 
We observe that w1 aa ii - w3,..ii and wI aCaPi’i’ - w3,arSorCii’ (for a # a’ or i # i’) 
are asymptotic independent, and hence ‘B, (a = 1,2, ,,., k - 1) and B, are 
asymptotic independent, B, is symmetric, and the elements are independent 
normals or the joint density of the elements of B, is 
2-gU’2(7r(~+ l))-gr(gr+1)‘2exp[-tr Bz/2(1c+ l)] (4.8) 
and B, =asy Wg(p2, (K+ 1) Zgk). Now, if rl >r2 > ... >r,, >O are the 
sample canonical correlations (or the square root of the eigen values of 
J?fi’f:2f.221&2) and r(,)j=rg,+...+g,-,+j for j=1,2 ,..., g, and a= 
1, 2, . ..) k with g, = 0, we see that 
wlj=J;;(r(,,,-pI)l(l-p~), j=l 2 9 3 .**, g OL 
are the eigen values of B, (for a = 1,2, . . . . k - l), while w,& = rfkjj are the 
eigen values of B,. These distributions can be easily obtained from (4.8). In 
particular, if all the population canonical correlations are nonzero and they 
are of multiplcity one, then 
&(r,--p,)/(l-$)ZIN(O,K+~), j=l,2 ,..., p,. (4.9) 
These results are similar to those of Krishnaiah et al. [S] and Khatri [3] 
but here we have given a simple proof. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC CONFIDENCE F~XJNDS ON DISCRIMINATORY VALUES 
Let us denote A=(i;l ,y,), n=n,+n,, m=2, B=Zp, XA(A’A)-‘= 
(Z1, jz,) and 2 = S = (l/n)[C;:, (x,~-~z~)(x,~--x~)‘+~;~, (~~~-17~) 
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(xzj- X2)‘]. We shall assume that n, and n2 are large so that lim,, ~ nl/n 
= rcO is fixed and constant. Let E = C, ,T; and 6 = z; ‘(pl - p2). 
Case (i). When 6, = p, - p2 is known but C is unknown, then 
D:=6;S-‘6,/(6;S~‘CS-‘6,)“* and D’ = (6;S-‘iTi,)‘? (5.1) 
We know from Section 2 that if 
W=&(C~lSZ~-l-blZ)/bl=(w,) or Sjb, = (C, W&/,/i) + C, 
then (w,,, . . . . wPP) and w$s (i#j) are asymptotic independent normals, 
wij~asy ZN(0, K+ 1) and (w,,, . . . . wPP)’ N~~YN(O, 2(x+ 1) ZP+ k-1,1;) with 
K + 1 = b,/b:. Notice that 
D;=&(I+ W/,/k-‘S/{S’(Z+ W//J;;)p26}1’2, 
fi D’= {S’(Z+ W/J;;)-’ ii}“‘. 
By expanding (I+ W/&)-l in powers of n-l, we get 
DL=A 1-&(~+l)&, +O(np3/*) 1 (5.2) 
and 
D;=,,‘&D’=A 1 
+ O(n-3’2), (5.3) 
where A = (&&)1i2 or A2 = 6’6 = i?;F’iS,, 
u = 6’ WSpYS and (K+1)X~~1=(6’W26/6’6)-u2 (5.4) 
and it can be easily verified that u and $, are asymptotic independent, 
U "2 N(O,3K+2) and &, 2 Chi-square with (p- 1) (5.5) 
degrees of freedom. 
If (S/JE, Z,) = r is an orthogonal matrix and V = Z’ WT= (u,), then 
u ,I = u, u12, . . . . ulP are asymptotic independent normals and 
&(K+l)= 5 u:;. (5.6) 
i=2 
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Then it is easy to write 
Hence, 
2&{D&-D; l- 
( 
rc(8p+ 1)+2(4p-1) 
8n 
D;(31c + 2)“2 
“2 N(0, 1) 
or 2 & (Db - D;)/D;(3lc + 2)l’* zasy N(0, 1) and hence the simultaneous 
confidence bound on Dh is 
D;[l If: {&(31c+2)“~/2 A}], 
where fd*d, 4(x) dx = 1 - u with 4 denotes the density of N(0, 1). 
Case (ii). When 6, = pr - u2 is unknown but Z is known, then 
D,“=(f+jzJ’.Y’6,/D” and 
D”= {(Xl-jz2)‘Cp’(%, -X2)}“*. 
(5.7) 
By Section 2, 
& [C,‘(x,-g,)-63/~=~~N(O z ) 
’ P’ (5.8) 
where 6(,, = br/~,,( 1 - rc,,). Taking 6’6 = A’, we can write 
D:=A[l -b~,,~:,p-,/2nA2]+O(n-3’2) (5.9a) 
and 
1 + w-3’2), (5.9b) 
where u, = y’&/A and x:,,-, = y/y - u:. u, and xf,,- 1 are asymptotic 
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independent, u i 1: asy N(0, 1) and &, is asymptotic Chi-square with 
(p - 1) degrees of freedom. Notice that 
0:’ - D” + b,, ,( p - 1 )/no” 
or 
&(Dz-D”+b(,,(p- l)/nD”)/&(l +2b(,,(p- l)/nD”2)1/2 
= -u, + O(nP”2) 
because (1 + b(,,(p - 1)/nA2)/(1 +2b,,,(p - l)/nD”*) = 1 +O(n-‘12). 
Therefore, 
& {D:‘-D”+hl,(p- lW”ll~ 
x (1 + 2b,,,(p- l)/nD”*)‘/* “2 N(0, l), 
and the simultaneous confidence bound on 0: is 
{D”-b,,,(p- l)(nD”)-‘} 
f (d&,,(l +2b,,,(p- l)lnD”2)ln)1’2, 
where d, is defined at the end of Case (i). 
Case (iii). When p,, n2, and C are unknown, then 
D,=(~,-%2)‘S-16,/{(X1-sZ2)‘S~‘xL-1(~,-X2)}1’2 (5.10) 
and 
D= {(X1 -X2)‘SP1(S,-%2)}1’2. (5.10a) 
If 6=C,‘6, and C=2Y-,C;, 
J;; (z;‘(a,-x,)-s 
then by Theorem 1, & y = 
) and b, IV= & (z;‘SC’,-’ - bIZ) are asymptotic 
independent normals. Let 6’6 = A’, y’6/A = u, and xi- i = y’y - u*. 
Let Z = ((6, y)(! +t ,) - ‘, Z,) be an orthogonal matrix. Then, it is easy 
to verify that Z’WZ’= F’ and W are identically distributed, and further 
&r=Ae;, (X,--jz2)‘C~~‘T 
= C(bc1,/n)“2u+dl 6 + (bcl,/n)“‘x,- l4, 
where e, and e, are the first and the second column vectors of I,,. Notice 
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that V, u, and xi _ 1 are asymptotically independent, u N N(0, 1 ), and xz _ 1 
is distributed as Chi-square with (p - 1) degrees of freedom. Then 
b,(jz1-X2)‘S-‘~, =A A+(~,,,/Iz)“~u-(Au&) 
-n-uvli;;;,uu,, + &x,-A-A f vf, I= I )I + O(n -3'2) 
b@, -%,)’ s-‘cs-‘(2, - jz,) 
=A2+2A(,/i&Av,,)n~1~2+n-, bc,,&,+bc,,u 
( 
-‘&‘(U’II+~,~X~-I)+~ t u:iA2 + O(n-3/2) 
,=I 
and 
b,(%, - X2)’ s-‘(jz, -X2) 
=A2+A(2&~-Av,,)n-,~2 
+n-’ h~,,~~-,+b~,,u~-2~A(uv,,+v,,~,~,)+ i ufiA2 
( i=l 
+ O(n -3’2) 
Hence. 
D,=Af(2n)-’ ~,,/&~,v,~-A f vi,-Ap,bc,,$, 
;=2 > 
+ O(n -3’2) (5.11) 
and 
x A i vTi + (3/4)Avf, -~(uvI,+~‘)Izx~-,)+~~‘~~,~x~_, 
i=2 1 + O(n - 3'2). (5.12) 
683/27/2-2 
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Therefore, 
~(D,-D,)=(~u-~a,,/z)+n~~:’ A i t++iAof, 
t-2 
+A-%,,,$ , - 2JG (~12&- I +uu,,/4) + O(b), 1 
and if 
y=J;;(D,-D,)-n-l” [(K+ l)(p- 1) D, +(3/8)(3~+2) D, 
+~,I,(P- l)D;‘l, (5.13) 
then 
E(y)= OW’) 
and 
Hence if 
y2 = (b(,, + D;(~K + 2)/4) + (4n)-’ 
x [D:(K + l)(p - 1)(5~ + 6) + D2(3~ + 2)2(16)-’ 
+8D;2b;,,(p- l)+b,,,(p- 1)(13K+ 14)], (5.14) 
then 
Ey, = Ey2 + O(n -‘) and Y/JL fz NO, 1). (5.15) 
This can be utilized to get an approximate confidence bound on D,. The 
first approximate confidence bound on D, is 
D1 + {d,Z(b,,,+D:(3~+2)/4)/n}“~, (5.16) 
where d, is defined at the end of Case (i), and from (5.15), we get an 
approximate confidence bound on D, as 
(5.17) 
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where 
and y, is defined in (5.14). 
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